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What's the story?
The quarter started positively for risky assets and bonds alike but came off late on. The promising 
start, fuelled by strong earnings and belief in the US Federal Reserve’s ability to tame inflation, gave 
way as US inflation surprised to the upside late in the period. In Europe, new leaders were installed 
in both Italy and the UK. The UK government announced a ‘mini budget’, sparking a rout in markets, 
seeing sterling fall and gilt yields rise. The Bank of England (BoE) stepped in to steady the UK gilt 
market with another asset purchasing programme. Over the quarter, 10-year gilt yields rose from 2.2% 
to nearly 4.1%. Inflation-linked bonds also fell, amid the broader market weakness, which prompted 
some pension funds to unwind holdings.
Global equites struggled, as did sovereign and corporate bonds. In alternatives, REITs suffered in the 
face of rising rates. Even commodities lost their lustre, weighed down by slowing growth prospects 
and continued woes in the Chinese economy. Meanwhile, the US dollar continued its dominance.

Performance (%)
12 months to 30 September  2022  2021  2020  2019  2018

Fund -10.37 10.31 1.17 7.44 2.92

Source: Lipper, LGIM as at 30 September 2022. Total Return net of tax and charges. C-Class 
GBP Accumulation. Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of an investment 
and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not 
get back the amount you originally invested.

Fund review
The fund delivered a negative return over the quarter, with the main negatives coming from our 
exposure to UK sovereign and global investment-grade corporate bonds. The main positive was our 
US dollar exposure.
We reduced exposure to equities whilst increasing exposure to developed market government bonds. 
This was in early August when equity markets were still rallying after a historically weak start to the 
year. This moved the portfolio more towards a neutral level of equity exposure.
We recently increased our allocation to UK nominal and inflation-linked gilts. We saw a large rise in 
UK nominal and real yields following the mini budget announcement from the new chancellor. This 
was followed by the announcement of a new asset purchasing programme from the Bank of England 
(BoE). We saw an attractive level to buy UK gilts given recent weakness, in light of support from the 
BoE and implications of the volatility for future policy decisions by the UK government.
We increased European credit exposure again back to a more neutral weight, partly because credit 
spreads on these bonds are significantly wider than when we reduced this exposure towards the end 
of 2020. European credit spreads are now slightly wider than the 75th percentile of spreads that we’ve 
seen in the last 15 years. This is not the case for US or UK credit spreads (although they have widened 
too), so are maintaining our slightly negative view on these bonds.

Outlook
We believe the market environment has become increasingly unfavourable, leading us downgrade 
our view on risk assets from marginally positive to neutral. We have also further reduced our already 
negative view on the economy. We have cut our view on systemic risk from neutral to slightly negative, 
partly due to the increase in the vulnerability of the global housing market as interest rates rise. Against 
those headwinds, two factors keep our overall view neutral rather than outright negative; we believe 
valuations already reflect a lot of bad news and we continue to see very weak investor sentiment 
giving scope for some relief.
In the UK, the fiscal boost of the energy cap announcement in the mini budget led us to push out 
the timing of the UK recession; its most significant effect will be on inflation, where we now believe 
CPI will peak at just over 10%, versus 15% without the cap. A 1990s-like UK recession seems most 
likely, i.e. a peak-to-trough GDP decline of around 2%. Other European governments have also acted 
on  energy prices but the region faces a challenging task to reduce gas usage or face increasing risks 
of shortages. We expect a normal-sized recession in Europe around year end, with central banks 
expected to keep tightening until growth fears exceed inflation worries. Meanwhile, we have increased 
our probability of a US recession in 2023, and the longer inflation remains elevated, the less likely a ‘soft 
landing’ becomes. 
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CORE VIEW ON RISK ASSETS
Neutral
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Economic cycle
Baseline recession view for 2023. Central 

banks willing to move rates to be restrictive
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Valuations
Relative valuations remain attractive and 

sentiment is still weak
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Systemic risk
Unwind in the existential/systemic fears 

and credit conditions deteriorating

 

   

 
 



Important information
This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial advisers and should not be relied upon by private investors or any other per-
sons. The views expressed within this document are those of Legal & General Investment Management Limited, who may or may not have acted upon them. 
Legal & General Investment Management Limited is and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is the Investment Adviser to the Legal & General 
Multi-Index funds, UK authorised unit trusts. The value of investments and any income from them may fall as well as rise, and investors may get back less 
than they invest. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or 
fall. Multi-Index funds are sensitive to interest rate changes. At times, especially over shorter timescales, lower risk-profiled funds may fall in value by more 
than higher risk-profiled funds. An increase in medium to long-term interest rates is likely to reduce the value of an investment in these funds. The funds invest 
in riskier bonds, known as sub-investment grade bonds. These bonds pay higher interest rates to try to provide more attractive income returns. The value of 
property is generally a matter of valuer’s opinion rather than fact. Details of the specific and general risks associated with the funds mentioned are contained 
in the Key Investor Information document(s). Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
© 2022 Legal & General Investment Management. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced in whole or in part without the prior writ-
ten consent of Legal & General Investment Management.
D003920

Contact us
0345 070 8584 www.lgim.com/multi-indexfundsales@lgim.com

Charges may vary

For Professional Clients

Risk profile confirmation statement
The Risk Profile Volatility Band data is supplied by Dynamic Planner. 
Although this product has been designed with Dynamic Planner’s 
model in mind – and these are the risk ratings we specifically target – 
the portfolios can be risk-mapped to different risk profilers. Dynamic 
Planner has assessed the Legal & General Multi-Index 4 Fund and their 
analysis has indicated that the fund has remained in line with the fund 
risk profile 4 (as at 30 June 2022). 
^Expected volatility (as at 30 September 2022) as calculated by LGIM 
using data provided by Dynamic Planner.

Multi-Index	 DP	risk	profile	 Expected 
Fund range volatility band volatility^

7 12.6 – 14.7 14.3

6 10.5 – 12.6 12.3

5 8.4 – 10.5 9.9

4 6.3 – 8.4 7.5

3 4.2 – 6.3 5.4
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Target asset allocation breakdown
All data source LGIM unless otherwise stated. Totals may not sum due to rounding. As at 30 September 2022.

Higher
risk

Lower
risk

*Implemented through futures

Equities 35.0
Legal & General UK Index Trust 7.8

Legal & General US Index Trust 7.0

Legal & General European Index Trust 4.8

Legal & General Japan Index Trust 4.5

Legal & General Global EM Index Fund 4.0

Legal & General Pacific Index Trust 2.5

Russell 2000 Index* 2.0

L&G Frontier Markets Equity Fund 1.0

L&G Artificial Intelligence ETF 1.0

NASDAQ 100 Index* 0.5

Alternatives 9.5
Legal & General Global Real Estate Div Index Fund 2.8

Legal & General Global Infra Index Fund 2.5

Legal & General UK Property Fund 2.0

Forestry Stocks 1.0

L&G Clean Water ETF/Clean Energy ETF 0.8

L&G Commodity Index Fund 0.5

Cash 6.8
Cash 6.8

Credit and EMD 25.5
LGIM Global Corporate Bond Fund/ 
L&G Euro High Alpha Corp Bond Fund 12.0

Legal & General Sterling Corp Bond Index Fund 3.5

L&G EM Govt Bond (USD) Index Fund 3.0

Legal & General Active Global HY Bond Fund 2.5

L&G EM Govt Bond (Local Currency) Index Fund 2.0

Legal & General Short Duration Corp Bond Fund 2.0

L&G EM Short Duration Bond Fund 0.5

Government Bonds 23.3
Legal & General All Stocks Gilt Index Trust 6.0

Legal & General Global IL Bond Index Fund 5.3

L&G Euro Treasury Bond Index Fund 4.0

US Treasuries* 3.5

Australian Government Bonds* 2.5

Legal & General All Stocks IL Gilt Index Trust 2.0


